
LED Lighting
All cabinets come standard with the latest in LED
lighting technology from VIPARSPECTRA®. One of
the best reviewed LEDs for value on the market, these
lights are growing high-quality cannabis all over the
world. The secret to success is the optimized
spectrum of light, providing plants with everything
they need through the vegetative and flowering
stages. The results are healthier plants and higher
yields, all while saving energy costs. We optimize the
light coverage by lining the growing area in high-
reflective and odour-containing mylar.

o Optimal Full Light Spectrum
o Balanced PAR/Lumen Output
o Aluminum Cooling Heat Sinks
o High Speed Quiet Fans
o Reflector-series for wide coverage

o 300W Output = 132 Watt Pull
o 450W Output = 200 Watt Pull
o 70% more efficient than HPS
o 100,000+ hours lifespan
o 2-Year Technical Warranty

Featuring Smart Controls, you set timers
and control the light with your smartphone.

Solar Reflective, Waterproof, Heat Insulating,
Odour Containing, Corrosion Resistant, and
Puncture & Tear Resistant. All cabinets are
lined internally with highly reflective mylar
film for maximum light penetration.

All LED Lights are mounted on adjustable
pulleys, so you can easily control the height
& direction of light with a press of a button.
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QUANTUM BOARD  
LIGHT UPGRADE

If you’re looking to boost your yields
and maximize every inch of growing
space in your cabinet, we’re happy to
offer Quantum Board Lighting upgrades
on any cabinet. The latest and greatest
tech in cannabis cultivation, these full
spectrum LEDs are the closest thing to
real sunlight. The full spectrum of light is
bright white, in comparison to the
red/blue optimized broad spectrum of
the standard LEDs which appear purple
to the human eye. These lights will
highlight the natural greens and colours
of your plant. With a Meanwell Driver,
300 high-intensity SMD LEDs, and an
adjustable dimmer, these lights are for
the serious grower and should expect to
see a 10-20% increase in your harvest.


